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Introducing Lit San Leandro 
Overview Briefing for Real Estate Professionals 

Executive Summary 

The Internet represents trillions of dollars in opportunities each year. Many companies need 

to be connected, and the speed and cost of their connection can be a strategic advantage. 

Lit San Leandro is helping by connecting properties in San Leandro to each other, to data 

centers and the Internet via a “lightening fast”—and amazingly cost effective—fiber optics 

network. According to a survey conducted by Comcast Business Class: 

• Broadband is the most important selling point in the commercial real estate market, 

behind price, parking and location 

• Advanced communications in buildings is a competitive advantage to the tenants 

• Multiple service provider options positively impacts occupancy rates by up to 19% 

• Advanced communications services is part of negotiations with prospective tenants 

Properly positioned, fiber optics network is a very significant advantage to companies 

looking for a new site to relocate or build. San Leandro has fiber and more! In the first part 

of this paper we offer a brief overview of several local benefits that are available to you:  

• City-based resources,  

• special utilities assistance,  

• choices of Internet service providers,  

• economic assistance, and  

• regional convenience.  

When combined, these provide a serious advantage in sales and community development 

for the right companies. 

The second part of this paper highlights many of the business uses—the kind of companies 

that will be seeking the opportunities available in San Leandro. Our list is not exhaustive—

new businesses that require high speed communications are appearing daily, but today we 

know that there is potential if they are involved in: 

• media and entertainment,  

• communications,  

• security and disaster recovery,  

• business productivity, or  

• geographic expansion and outsourcing. 

The full paper is found at http://LitSanLeandro.com/downloads 
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Introduction 

It should be no surprise that serious money changes hands because of the Internet. In 2011: 

• Google's revenues exceeded $30 billion1 

• eBay does $5 billion in business—just over mobile devices.2 

• Facebook's profits were $2 billion, double the previous year.3 

These are the companies that we see every day. The bigger picture includes small and 

medium sized enterprises (SMEs), which represent more than half of the U.S. gross domestic 

product, and generate two-thirds of new jobs.4 Annual global Internet commerce for 2011 

totaled roughly $10 trillion,5 and all signs point to explosive growth in years to come. 

Why does this matter to Real Estate Agents, Brokers, and Developers? Companies—

including new SMEs—need to be connected to the Internet. The speed and low cost6 of their 

connection is a strategic advantage. Lit San Leandro is helping by connecting property in 

San Leandro to the Internet and to each other via a lightening fast—and amazingly cost 

effective—private fiber optics network. 

According to a survey conducted by Comcast Business Class: 

• Broadband is the most important selling point in the commercial real estate market 

behind price, parking and location, according to 90% of building owners and property 

managers in the survey. 

• 61% of commercial building owners and property managers report that having 

advanced communications in their buildings provides them with a competitive 

advantage. 

• One-half of respondents said that providing multiple service provider options 

positively impacts occupancy rates by up to 19%. 

• More than a third of respondents said the topic of access to advanced 

communications services comes up in 75% of negotiations with prospective tenants.7 

While a fiber optics network is a very significant advantage to companies looking for a new 

site to relocate or build, it's not the only advantage that San Leandro offers. We also offer a 

brief overview of several benefits that may assist you: City-based resources, special utilities 

assistance, choices of Internet service providers, economic assistance, and regional 

convenience. When combined, they should give you a serious advantage in sales and 

community development! 
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Why Fiber? 

Cable made of optical fiber (also called fiber optic cable) offers to revolutionize Internet 

access and transmission of data. The very thin fibers are made of glass, which allows light 

to be transmitted:  

• at very high speeds (you’ve heard of the speed of light?)  

• over longer distances (across oceans, for example), 

• with greater efficiency (transmission at different light frequencies), 

• and with less interference than traditional metal wires.  

Increasingly and in different ways, people need to communicate with each other. As more 

data is being generated (new documents, videos, sensor data, phone calls, and much 

more), the data and files need to be shared, processed, and stored. Teleconferencing and 

telepresence are used instead of air travel. Nobody wants to be hamstrung by a slow link, 

and it isn’t necessary to do so over a fiber network. Lit San Leandro wants to make that a 

reality for our community. 

 

 

Example of a fiber optic cable8 

Lit San Leandro 

There have been many news stories about the impending shortage of bandwidth in the U.S., 

but there are also new technologies that allow higher and faster bandwidth that are not as 

well covered by the media. The difference in deliverable opportunity is in the nature of the 

network infrastructure. The shortage of bandwidth is in the copper and cable conduit and 

early fiber switches; the opportunity is in modern fiber optic networks. Lit San Leandro 

addresses this opportunity directly. With fiber in the ground, San Leandro will be able to 

offer businesses access to the technology infrastructure that will support next generation 

commercial operations, manufacturing, and light and heavy industry.  
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Lit San Leandro's Private Fiber Fabric 

Lit San Leandro9 is a public-private partnership designed to attract new business to San 

Leandro. This project is deploying a 10 mile state-of-the-art last mile digital backbone loop 

of fiber optic cable that is open—so that the user has a choice, because different service 

providers can deliver a high-speed communications network and other services on the same 

network. Building upon San Leandro's strong industrial infrastructure, Lit San Leandro's 

fiber network will help companies realize future-facing opportunities for next generation 

communications-enhanced industry. 

Lit San Leandro’s Fiber Loop 
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San Leandro has Choice in Internet Providers 

It’s not enough to have a bare (dark) network. An Internet Service Provider (ISP) has to 

connect your fiber to the Internet. Lit San Leandro is open and provides many great 

options! For example, Lit San Leandro is connecting to Level 3 and other wholesale carriers 

at the data center for ISP functions as part of their price. 

Internet Service Provider (ISP) & Data Center Options 

Data Centers are facilities that house computer systems and related gear that are required 

to connect Lit San Leandro's fiber optic network to the rest of the Internet. These centers 

manage the connections and traffic for various business-class and wholesale 

telecommunications networks and Internet service providers, as well as hosting applications 

for certain customers and needs, such as public and private clouds. (We have a sample list 

of customers and needs later in this Overview.) 

Unlike most communities across the nation, San Leandro's fiber network strategically 

connects directly (i.e., no additional telecom charges and dedicated fiber optic) to a major 

data center (Digital Reality Trust in Oakland), with potential links to data centers in San 

Francisco and soon San Jose, where several wholesale telecom and Internet service 

providers are available for a low cross-connect fee. This competition affords protection for 

the price of Internet services—and the improvements in future technologies will help drive 

our access costs even lower. In a society whose job growth depends on knowledge work, 

San Leandro has many potential sites for additional data centers—especially those offering 

fiber-connected private cloud services. New businesses will access, process, store and 

deliver information at high speed from these data centers. 

Our current offerings from Lit San Leandro include 10, 100, 500 and 1000 Mbps 

symmetrical Internet service, with 10,000 Mbps possible on special order, and potentially 

100,000 (100Gbps) coming in 2012. Compare this to our current asymmetric (unequal) 

model of "basic broadband"—if it's available in your area. The low cost broadband service 

"enables an end user to download content from the Internet at [up to] 4 Mbps and to 

upload such content at [up to] 1 Mbps"10 over the provider’s (often crowded) network, at a 

cost to business often approaching $100/month. For businesses that send and receive data, 

the difference between standard “broadband” and fiber optic Internet service in actual 

delivered speed over fiber is astonishing. 

The fiber optic network is a keystone among several tools, including city-based resources, 

utility-based and economic assistance, and more. 
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Valuable City-based Resources 

San Leandro has unique resources in the land that is available and located in Industrial-

zoned areas. Additionally, the City of San Leandro is interested in and supportive of efforts 

to bring new industries and community development opportunities to the area. 

Industrial Land (available, affordable) 

The ten mile Lit San Leandro loop provides future-facing opportunities for many properties 

and buildings in San Leandro. San Leandro has retained the majority of its industrial land 

and has a diverse building stock. Prices are affordable and building types vary with large 

warehouses, loading docks, high ceilings and quality infrastructure.  

Eighteen sites of over 10,000 square feet have been identified as Opportunity Sites as of 

January 2012. See the list of Opportunity Sites below, and the map following. 

Lit San Leandro Opportunity Sites - January 2012 

Site	   Address	   SQ	  FT	  
Lease/	  
Sale	   Contact	   Number	   Other	  

1	   1615-‐1625	  Alvarado	  St	   17,142	   Lease	   Mark	  Maguire	   (510)	  433-‐5835	   San	  Leandro	  Business	  Park	  

2	   1515-‐1525	  Alvarado	  St	   28,984	   Lease	   Mark	  Maguire	   (510)	  433-‐5835	   San	  Leandro	  Business	  Park	  

3	   1933	  Davis	  St	   86,917	   Lease	   Rick	  Keely	   (510)	  433-‐5806	  
Second	  Floor	  Westgate	  
Center	  

4	   1155	  Beecher	  St	   11,290	   Either	   Chet	  Barney	   (510)	  433-‐5826	  
Distribution/	  
Manufacturing	  Space	  

5	   1066-‐1088	  Beecher	   25,396	   Sale	   Chet	  Barney	   (510)	  433-‐5826	  
Distribution/	  
Manufacturing	  Space	  

6	   1159	  Beecher	  St	   33,919	   Either	   Chet	  Barney	   (510)	  433-‐5826	  
Light	  Manufacturing/	  
Distribution/Office	  

7	   1470-‐1530	  Doolittle	  	   ≈150,000	   Sale	   Todd	  Berryhill	   (510)	  899-‐8302	   Simpson	  Strong	  Tie	  

8	   1431-‐1437	  Doolittle	  Dr	   18,246	   Lease	   Kevin	  Hatcher	   (510)	  433-‐5818	   Doolittle	  Business	  Center	  

9	   2235	  Polvorosa	  Ave	   13,719	   Lease	   Joe	  Yamin	   (510)	  433	  5812	   Polvorosa	  Business	  Park	  

10	   2435	  Polvorosa	  Dr	   100,784	   Lease	  
John	  
McManus	   (510)	  891-‐5817	   Polvorosa	  Business	  Park	  

11	   2350	  Williams	  St	   251,600	   Lease	   Michael	  Barry	   (510)	  874-‐1926	   Back	  of	  ERI	  Building	  

12	   2101-‐2109	  Williams	  St	   105,000	   Lease	   Randy	  Jones	   (510)	  261-‐5500	  
	  
Industrial	  Center	  
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13	  
2020	  Williams	  St,	  	  
Suite	  B	   98,000	   Lease	   Michael	  Karp	   (510)	  267-‐6009	   Former	  Kellogg's	  	  

14	   2010	  Williams	  St	   194,223	   Sale	   Michael	  Karp	   (510)	  267-‐6009	   Former	  Kellogg's	  	  

15	   2001	  Williams	  St	   159,865	   Either	   Michael	  Karp	   (510)	  267-‐6009	  
Former	  Kellogg's	  Parking	  
Lot	  

16	   1800	  Merced	  St	   105,000	   Lease	   Bill	  Lewerenz	   (415)	  551-‐2694	   Superior	  Stone	  

17	  
1900-‐1944	  Marina	  	  
Blvd	   151,000	   Sale	   Tom	  Thatcher	   (510)	  562-‐4490	   Ingersoll	  Rand	  

18	   2401	  Merced	  St	   50,000	   Lease	   Dan	  Bergen	   (925)	  227-‐6227	  
Tech/	  R&D	  Space	  Across	  
from	  Kaiser	  

19	   2600	  Merced	  St	  
2,000-‐
11,000	   Lease	  

Gary	  
Bettencourt	   (510)	  268.8500	   Merced	  Park	  Plaza	  

20	   2955	  Merced	  St	   31,717	   Lease	  
Craig	  
Hagglund	   (510)	  903-‐7611	   Industrial/Office	  

21	   1930	  Fairway	  Dr	   16,550	   Sale	  
Richard	  J.	  
Sutherland	   (510)	  893-‐0772	   Triangle	  Coating	  Building	  

22	   1951	  Fairway	  Dr	   160,000	   Lease	  
Greig	  
Lagomarsino	   (510)	  433	  5810	   The	  Annex	  

23	   2011	  Farallon	  Dr	   142,137	   Lease	   Gary	  Fracchia	   (510)	  267-‐6042	   Former	  North	  Face	  

24	  
15003-‐15059	  Wicks	  
Blvd	   16,738	   Lease	   Ted	  Anderson	   (510)	  763-‐4900	   Wicks	  Business	  Park	  

25	   400	  Hudson	  Ln	   350,000	   Sale	  
Craig	  
Hagglund	   (510)	  903-‐7611	   Former	  Hudson	  Lumber	  
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Special Utilities Assistance 

Heavy Duty Utilities (electric and gas) 

PG&E offers a number of rebates and incentives11 of interest to commercial and industrial 

companies. For example, PG&E offers cash incentives for renewable generation, large-scale 

energy-efficiency projects and self-generation. A PG&E representative will work with you, 

providing a customized project plan, technical advice, analysis and inspections. They offer 

no-cost facility assessments to identify ways for local businesses to save energy and money 

as well as available financial incentives—including rebates and financing—to help bring down 

the cost of any recommendations. Their incentive programs fit any size or type of business. 

One of their programs, Savings By Design,12 is offered to encourage high-performance new 

building design and construction for commercial buildings that are subject to California's 

Title 24 building code. This program offers building owners and their design teams a wide 

range of services, such as Design Assistance; Design Team Incentives; Owner Incentives; 

and an educational resource, Energy Design Resources. 

PG&E's Customized New Construction (CNC)13 provides financial incentives for eligible 

customers to install high-efficiency equipment or systems in buildings that are not subject 

to California's Title 24 building code. CNC offers incentives based on energy savings and 

permanent peak-demand reduction. 

PG&E also offers several low- or no-cost programs (as of press time) to help with energy 

efficiency, such as a No-Cost Plug Load Sensors (to control equipment in unoccupied work 

spaces), computer power management software14 (for desktop computers on distributed 

networks), LED exit signs,15 and low wattage T-8 lamps.16 Other programs may also be 

available. See their economic development factsheet17 or contact PG&E directly.18 

Campus Utilities (co-generation for larger sites) 

PG&E’s Self-Generation Incentive Program19 provides financial incentives to customers who 

install certain kinds and sizes of "clean" and renewable on-site distributed generation up to 

5 megawatts. These facilities must be certified to operate in parallel with the electric system 

grid (not back-up generation) and meet other criteria established by the California Public 

Utilities Commission. The program is designed primarily for business and large institutional 

customers.  

San Leandro's own Sewer System 

San Leandro has its own sewage collection system and Water Pollution Control Plant that 

covers the northern 2/3 of the city. While the city retains many manufacturers, some 
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manufacturing space with high capacity sewage hook-ups is available. Contact them20 for 

more information. 

Various Forms of Economic Assistance 

PG&E's Bill Financing Option 

PG&E offers a zero-interest loan up to $100,000 with a 5 year payback that can be used for 

energy efficient retrofits. Loan payments are made based on the monthly energy savings.21 

Industrial Development Bonds 

The East Bay Development Alliance22 offers industrial development bonds to manufacturers 

who use the bond to purchase land, buildings, and/or equipment. 

GE Lending & Industrial Bonds 

GE Capital23 is a leader in commercial lending, with services ranging from corporate and 

equipment loans to energy, healthcare, and real estate financing. Additionally, GE offers a 

fixed rate industrial development bond that may not require a letter of credit. Contact 

them24 for more information. 

Foreign Trade Zone 

A foreign-trade zone25 is a geographical area within the United States, in or adjacent to a 

U.S. Port of Entry (in our case, Oakland's port), where commercial merchandise receives the 

same Customs treatment as if it were held outside the United States.26 Most kinds of 

merchandise may be held in the Zone without being subject to tariffs, taxes or duties. This 

financial relief is designed to lower the costs for U.S.-based operations that are engaged in 

international trade, so they can create and retain local employment and capital investment 

opportunities. 

If a "public or public-type corporation"27 creates "merchandise in a zone [that is] assembled, 

exhibited, cleaned, manipulated, manufactured, mixed, processed, relabeled, repackaged, 

repaired, salvaged, sampled, stored, tested, displayed and destroyed,"28 the corporation 

may apply29 for the FTZ designation. More information about Foreign Trade Zones30 is 

available on the Department of Commerce website. 

San Leandro is favorably located near the Port of Oakland. Projects within San Leandro can 

be attached as a Foreign Trade Sub-zone to gain the benefits described above. At this time, 

foreign trade zones are administered through the City of Oakland.31 
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EB-5 Visa & Regional Centers 

Investment opportunities come in a lot of different forms. In the case of immigrant 

investors who wish to develop a business locally, the EB-5 Visa program32 is a flexible 

employment-based option.33 The EB-5 Visa provides foreign nationals with a two-year green 

card for a $1,000,000 investment, or a more affordable $500,000 investment if that 

investment creates or preserves at least 10 local jobs. The green card covers the applicant, 

spouse, and children under the age of 21; other benefits are also available. This program is 

a first step to obtaining permanent resident status. 

For developers of specific projects that have job-creating assets with needs of $10M or 

greater, the Bay Area Regional Center offers a five-year loan program (interest only, non-

recourse).34 Additionally, the FFC East Bay Regional Center may be of help.35  

Regional Convenience: 

Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) 

The Bay Area Rapid Transit36 (also known as BART) is San Francisco-Bay Area's four-line 

public rail and subway system. BART's weekday ridership approaches 358,000 passengers, 

making it "the fifth-busiest heavy rail rapid transit system, and one of the quietest, in the 

United States."37 San Leandro is an active part of this system with two stops (San 

Leandro/Downtown and Bay Fair) serving our community. The LINKS Shuttle provides free 

transportation between BART and businesses in the West San Leandro industrial area. 

BART is a great alternative to traffic jams and rising gasoline prices. It allows businesses to 

attract workers from surrounding areas in four area counties: Alameda, Contra Costa, San 

Mateo, and San Francisco. BART plays a significant role in San Leandro's transportation 

future as Highway 880 closures (Davis and Marina bridges) will affect local traffic over the 

next two years or more. 

San Leandro is Centrally Located 

San Leandro is conveniently located between two major freeways; five minutes from 

Oakland International Airport and less than 10 miles from the Port of Oakland. The city is 

central to the entire bay area: east of San Francisco, Silicon Valley, and the Peninsula, north 

of San Jose, and minutes from Oakland, Emeryville, Berkeley, and freeways east. 

Now that you are armed with the many tools described above, we next look at the kind of 

businesses that will be attracted to San Leandro. 
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Is Fiber for Everyone? 

There are many kinds of business that need to have fiber connections to the Internet. 

Typically these businesses will be involved in producing, analyzing, working with, and 

distributing information. We’ll explain more following this chart of examples. 
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Lit San Leandro – Use Categories 

Media & 

Entertainment 
Communications 

Security & 

Disaster 

Recovery 

Business 

Productivity 

Geo Expansion 

& Outsourcing 

Video & Digital 

Cinema 

VoIP PC Backup Stream 

Processing 

Drawings & 

Documents 

Music & Audio 

Programs 

Teleconference Server Backup Drawings & 

Documents 

Analytics 

Online & Multi-

player Games 

Tele-presence Archives Archives Alerts & Events 

Stream Processing Drawings & 

Documents 

Restore Analytics Sales/Demos 

Analytics Alerts & Events Alerts & Events Diagnostics Webinars 

Alerts & Events Other Real-Time Other Real-Time Other Real-Time Call Centers 

Distributed 

Facilities 

Sales/Demos Outsourced IT Sales/Demos Outsourced IT 

Alternate Site 

Operations 

Webinars Distributed 

Facilities 

Webinars Distributed 

Facilities 

Hosting Call Centers Alternate Site 

Operations 

Call Centers Alternate Site 

Operations 

Public Cloud Outsourced IT Centralized 

Security 

Outsourced IT Hosting 

Private / 

Community Cloud 

Distributed Facilities Hosting Distributed 

Facilities 

Multi-Tenant 

Hosts 

Large Downloads Alternate Site 

Operations 

Multi-Tenant 

Hosts 

Alternate Site 

Operations 

Public Cloud 

 Web Sites Public Cloud Hosting Private / 

Community Cloud 

 Private / Community 

Cloud 

Private / 

Community 

Cloud 

E-Commerce  

  Tier I vs. Tier IV Incubators  

   Private / 

Community Cloud 
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A Closer Look at Internet-Oriented Businesses 

Current trends in Internet uses are all rising drastically. As more devices are introduced, 

and as more content needs to be exchanged, the need for fast, efficient communications 

channels becomes paramount. Note that many of these use a symmetric (equal speeds in 

both directions), committed data flow, and not the copper-based “broadband” industry 

practices where there are monthly limits and download speed much greater than the upload 

speed—a better fit for household tasks like streaming movies. 

These trends are grouped into several categories: 

• Person to Person Communications 

• Graphics and Video 

• Real-Time Status Information 

• Off-Site Digital Storage 

• Expanded & Distributed Office Facilities 

• Really Big Data 

• Machine to Machine Communications 

• The Need for Speed 

Person to Person Communications 

Video – video takes a lot of bandwidth to send from one point to the other whether 

streaming a movie or watching a security camera. As the resolution gets higher, the 

bandwidth requirements increase. As we add color and other frequencies (e.g. night vision, 

infrared, ultra violet), and as the cost of cameras decreases, they become more plentiful. 

These factors are a double whammy for bandwidth.  

VOIP – Voice over IP (VoIP) is a technology that changes the way we make telephone calls 

on a digital network. Between use of mobile phones and software/technologies that 

supplement phone services in ways never before available, our idea of “telephone” is 

evolving. This creates needs both in the bandwidth to fixed devices and the bandwidth to 

the wireless antennae.  

Teleconference – Teleconferencing technology has expanded as travel has increased in 

price. Productivity is key. Teleconferences can be used in every aspect of business from 

sales to development meetings to company meetings. The bandwidth requirements are high 

and going up as we increase the resolution of the video and add more and more devices to 

the studio ( e.g. electronic sharing of white boards and other services). 
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Telepresence – Telepresence is similar to Teleconference except that it uses a set of 

coordinated screens and electronics per location—often three or more. The coordinate 

tracking systems allow the movement of people, sounds and materials, and even robots38 

on the other side of the “virtual” conference table giving a more realistic experience. 

Graphics and Video 

Drawings and Documents – Some companies such as health care professionals, 

architectural firms, publishers and printers deal with large documents that can take a long 

time to download, often in original (high) resolution, and need to be version managed and 

spooled to other devices such as printers. Productivity of the personnel and equipment is 

dependent upon the speed and accuracy at which these are transferred. Documents are 

becoming bigger and more complex (e.g. high resolution, color, formatting, embedded 

objects such as video). The size of a document with embedded video and images could be 

GBs per page. 

Stream Processing – Stream Processing includes data management, storage and analytics 

of a continuous stream of data. For example, most sensor-based systems require stream 

processing. Other data produced in streams includes stock markets, environmental and 

astronomic data, and more. Stream analytics are different than static analytics (i.e., ETL or 

extract, transform and load, and “cubes”) because the stream of data never stops and the 

result must also be streamed.  

Online and Multi-Player Games – From Dungeons and Dragons and World of Warcraft to 

Facebook/Zynga’s Farmville and mobile device versions of Angry Birds, online and multi-

player games represent a $15 billion industry, with sales of virtual goods exceeding $1 

billion.39 Global growth of this market is expected to exceed 30% per year.40 

Real-time Status Information 

Analytics - In many cases, the mass of information is not very meaningful without 

analysis. Weather and climate data is a good example. Measuring, calculating, tracking, and 

visualizing powerful storms is an important tool is keeping people and property as safe as 

possible. 

Diagnostics – Many processes are time-sensitive. In healthcare, for example, the amount 

of data that is generated by a DNA Sequencer has gotten to so large that some of the DNA 

Service Centers ship hard drives (leveraging the rapidly dropping price of storage but at the 

sacrifice of timeliness) instead of transmitting the results via networks. As this information 

becomes a standard part of real-time diagnosis and treatment, the result will have to be 
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returned in a timely fashion, thus these devices also require fiber connections to the 

required analytics and storage centers. 

Alerts and Events – Analytics without alerts is not very useful. For example, keeping 

records of every fire alarm and sending it to the fire station every day can be useful, but not 

nearly as valuable as giving an alert when a problem is discovered. The same can be said of 

face recognition and sensor-based measurements: wherever we are, we need to know when 

there’s a problem. This requires networks of low latency as well as high bandwidth. 

Other Real-Time – Some of the applications that will generate a large increase in 

networked traffic are real-time operations, such as sensor-based systems. One example is 

hosted applications that monitor the health of a fleet: from aircraft to power stations, to 

earthmoving equipment. As the price continues to drop we can expect monitoring to be 

expanded. Another example is location-based services such as mobile phone applications 

(status updates, GPS directions, etc.) This is particularly challenging because this use 

increases greatly the UPLOAD side of the networks and is counter to the home model. 

Off-Site Digital Storage 

PC Backup – Many users would like to have services like automatic backup of their PC’s 

without intervention. Increasing numbers and kinds of tools and services make this a 

reality. 

Backup – As we become more digitally focused, the systems used for managing certain 

data are unique and cannot be duplicated. It has been years since we have been able to 

load an aircraft, ship a product, allow people into the country, or book a room without the 

systems that manage the processes. Very simply this means that if you lose your 

connection, you are out of business. This information is voluminous but timely backup is 

more critical, often required every second or, as in some industries, simultaneous writes to 

backup systems for instantaneous backup. Since backup storage is remote from your 

location, this puts stress on the networks and, with timeliness requirements, can not simply 

be performed during the off hours. 

Archives – Archiving is the act of keeping the information and making it available for timely 

retrieval. For example, you may have heard of the Internet Archive in San Francisco. They 

have copies of many web sites back to 1996, so if you wanted to see what Google looked 

like 10 years ago, they have it. However there are many more large users of archive 

storage, like for the video cameras used for surveillance, and systems that record and 

monitor sensor-based information. In addition to being large users of bandwidth to store 

these data, there is also bandwidth used to retrieve and analyze it. As we add more sensors 

and cameras (and other sources of real time data such as clicks on a web page or the 
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location of aircraft in the sky) these archive requirements are multiplied. The trend of 

increasing storage and processor capability is increasing faster than networks, and that puts 

additional pressure on the networks.  

Restore – Backup requires also a restore option and a high speed link so that if there is a 

fault or problem, the systems can be brought back to operational status rapidly.  

Source Code Escrow – Similar to Backup and Restore, Source Code Escrow services are a 

function required by most large users of certain software companies. This requires a 

software company to send all versions of software and build files to this service on a routine 

basis. 

Expanded & Distributed Office Facilities 

Sales/Demos – Brochures and demo products require bandwidth for responsive 

download—and sometimes upload of user data—of material for sales and marketing. 

Webinars – Webinars have now become an integral part of selling and providing customer 

support. These require high quality, high speed delivery services. 

Call centers – Call centers have special needs including extremely complex VOIP—often 

over several time zones or even continents so that agents work during their normal day. 

The VOIP is needed because agent sign-on for local systems can only incorporate units on 

the same LAN. 

Outsourced IT – For many companies, the IT task as it expands to include everything from 

laptops to phones to building security to networks to racks of computes, have opted to 

outsource their IT functions. This creates special issues on the network because the people 

performing functions will have to have special capability such as remote ability to boot and 

input in the systems securely. There are everyday businesses like metal fabricators that are 

using these services today. 

Distributed Facilities – As an organization grows, it can be a wise and practical decision to 

separate some of the people, systems and processes into different facilities or locations. 

There are programs such as telecommuting, outsourcing, and JIT operations that are not 

only separated, but may be different companies with different policies on their systems. 

Often private connections (such as virtual private networks, or VPNs) are desirable. When 

facilities are required to be connected via public telecom networks, those networks can 

significantly increase the cost of the operation. Our fiber network will reduce costs 

substantially. 
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Alternate Site Operations – Some facilities, such as banks or stock markets, cannot wait 

for a restore. These operations will have completely redundant operations ready to take 

over on queue, to provide nonstop operations. Fast access for an efficient switchover is an 

imperative, and the link to San Francisco is needed for a geographically dispersed, low 

latency alternate site operations. There are leaders in these fields that might find San 

Leandro attractive. 

Centralized Security – Computer systems require special monitoring of all of the IT 

equipment, especially for attacks to vulnerable parts of the system. Organizations need the 

ability to implement an aggressive patch strategy. These needs require fast access to the 

computer systems for appropriate security measures to be implemented properly. 

Hosting – One special kind of distributed environment involves a hosting facility, where an 

application such as monitoring or analytics is located in a data center. This can be done for 

a number of reasons, but the principle one is the reliably of the power. A power outage 

causes significant disruptions. Data centers often have their own substation and backup 

generators. Hosting is also used for applications like Microsoft Exchange or SAP. 

Web Sites – Some companies offer a simple self-service web site capability (e.g., 

Wordpress.com, Blogger.com) as a special case of hosted solutions. They have most of the 

requirements listed above, plus specialized services for billing, monitoring security, and 

maintenance.  

Multi-tenant hosts – Multi-tenant hosting is an operating system and network-level facility 

(e.g. Windows Server 8). If a company wants to use private hosting services, it must have 

equipment and bandwidth that allows participation in an organization-based or community 

cloud—to allow an application or operator to programmatically change aspects of the 

network. This requires sophisticated network equipment that is not normally available. It 

might also require resources and monitoring software that would allow each user to be 

charged only for what they use. 

Incubators – Since product cycles often run five to seven years, building something for 

today makes your product obsolete on release. Incubators help with development of shorter 

or more agile product cycles. Typically an incubator requires a system that simulates the 

network of the future. Having access to powerful networks today aids the design and 

production of services that will be needed in the future. 

Public Cloud – Many computer-based operations are being redesigned to operate in the 

“Cloud.” Companies such as Amazon.com and Microsoft Azure are attempting to monetize 

the excess capacity of their data centers by offering cloud services. The most sophisticated 

are called platform as a service (PaaS). The economics behind the cloud requires that 
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people share these complex resources over a network, so the costs per user go down. There 

are entire industries in networking and software that are ready to establish relationships 

with community developers who can speak their language and begin to understand their 

needs for connectivity, power, and other resources. 

Private/community clouds – Given the rapid expansion of storage and processor 

capability, operating in the cloud is an obvious trend for companies that provide their 

software as a service (SaaS) (e.g. Salesforce.com) from their own data centers. Their many 

thousands of customers communicate with these data centers using web browsers with very 

little permanent data on the client side. One of the biggest advantages of the cloud is 

elasticity—the ability to scale to millions of users and processors as needed. For example, 

when Microsoft offers patches to their 850,000,000 customers, their system can scale to 

allow communication with many countries around the world, while minimizing disruptions on 

national and regional networks. A community cloud also has an additional advantage: the 

community can select common policies (e.g. security) that are specific to their needs. For 

example, patient records fall under HIPPA and have requirements that would be specific to 

the health care industry. 

Really Big Data 

Tier I vs. Tier IV – Uptime Institute’s Tier Classification and Performance Standard is an 

objective basis for comparing the functionality, capacities, and relative cost of a particular 

site infrastructure design topology. This standard addresses system redundancy, time 

between failures, and network architecture that optimizes access to services. The standard 

is important in situations that require absolute and secure connectivity (such as remote 

surgeries), and the costs associated with each tier and options. 

Large Downloads and Content Delivery Systems – Over 50% of the Internet is now 

used for downloads (e.g. NetFlix, BitTorrent). Because of the nature and architecture of 

existing shared telecom networks, one demanding use of existing bandwidth affects or 

prohibits other uses. For example, when people travel, they will note that the broadband in 

many hotels has become nearly unusable as people download movies or TV programs in 

their rooms. Other large download operations include document and version management, 

application or product downloads, big images and files, collaborative resources, and more.  

A classic example: a radiology firm provides interpretation of images as a service. The 

addition of a fiber network lowered their turnaround from 24 to 2 hours, used two less 

radiologists, and, most importantly, resulted in fewer misses because of the ability to use 

original high resolution image instead of compressed versions. 
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Custom/New Services – Most of the networks today were designed first for traditional 

telecom, then for early Internet services, and more recently for the web. There are 

applications that operate over these networks but really need a more customized solution, 

such as those that are required to meet the standards from CIP (Critical Infrastructure 

Protection, such as our nuclear reactors or the grid), HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability 

and Accountability Act of 1996, which requires security, archiving and 100% availability to 

those that need access) and the cloud (e.g. security, special protocol such as Fiber Channel, 

and special functions such as redirecting IP or wrapping local IP for multi-tenant 

operations). Although some of these requirements can be met at the regular “telecom” 

level, many require higher, symmetrical bandwidth a less processed level of signal 

transmission. 

Machine to Machine Communications 

Machines – Today nearly everything that moves has a digital component with information 

that is useful for other applications, from RFID to GPS and beyond. This includes all phones, 

cars, robots, motors, windmills, solar collectors and much more. The applications that use 

machine-to-machine data have broad implications as the volume of this kind of data is 

immense and stress the “upload” part of the bandwidth. 

Cloud Storage – Cloud storage provides the ability to store information in a distributed 

manner. The software that connects the various storage sites obscures the actual physical 

location(s) where the data is stored. Functions required by storage (such as backup, fail 

over and restore) are also hidden from the user. Cloud storage requires networks that are 

extremely powerful networks and can be reconfigured programmatically as needs change. 

Cloud Analytics – Cloud Analytics provide access to processor capability and, like cloud 

storage, the software completely abstracts out where the function is performed. Functions 

required by analytics (such as buffering, storage, backup, fail over and restore) are also 

hidden from the user. This also requires powerful networks that can be reconfigured 

programmatically. 

The Need for Speed 

Telecom – Next generation wireless includes improved 3G and 4G services. Newer 

developments in wireless include ultra-fast data speeds, improved voice and data quality, 

stronger in-building systems, increased reliability while moving, better streaming video and 

more.  

Symmetric Access – Many of the newer businesses are not like the model that the 

telephone companies started with—large download and small upload capability. Nearly all of 
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the functions in this list require significant, equal upload bandwidth. Fiber optics allow 

symmetric access to the Internet. 

Low Latency – Latency is a state of temporary inactivity. We notice it mostly in situations 

like video streams or phone calls—when there is a brief pause in the conversation that 

interrupts our flow and causes both sides to talk at the same time. This is an example of 

high latency: a longer than expected delay. Many of the newest applications require low 

latency access. Examples include online and multi-user games, stock markets, 

teleconferencing, remote diagnostics and surgery. 

Conclusion 

San Leandro has many valuable resources at hand to assist with rebuilding and expanding 

our industrial base. Lit San Leandro offers to connect this industrial base—via high-speed 

fiber optic cables—to the Internet in a very cost-effective way. Real estate agents, brokers 

and developers have wonderfully broad opportunities because of the wide variety of 

companies that require a fast Internet connection. The future for fiber-based communities, 

and the businesses that are a part of our future, couldn’t be brighter.  
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